The artist's painted picture, the writing of a poet, the design of a building, the musician's rendition of a symphony, or the pianist's performance of a sonata are purely physical happenings. The genius in an artist, an architect, or a musician is silent. Yet genius, the unheard force, is the shaping, determining factor in the physical production.

Everyone knows, or imagines himself to know, what love is. No one has ever heard love. The results of it may be audible, but love itself is a silent, powerful force that causes the very earth to rotate; that lets life continue, that makes souls sing or sob. Yet, love, known in some form to every heart, is something which, like nature or genius has never been heard.

The silent things are the forces of powers which create. The state of creation that appeals to sight, hearing, smell, taste, or touch is relatively insignificant because it is responsible to the other silent, yet far bigger forces for its very existence.

The Three Most Quiet Things I Ever Knew

DICK RUNNELS

In these turbulent, noisy days, I sometimes like to stop and think of the peaceful, the quiet things in my life. As a child, I suppose the most quiet things I knew were the great, silent hills of our farm. How often have I romped and scurried over these hills, independent of all restraint? Or how often have I wandered aimlessly through their protecting shadows while pondering my boyish problems? Always their vast silence offered no opposition to my mood. Like friendly old men, they sat about watching me grow, sometimes smiling, sometimes frowning, but always quietly understanding.

When I was thirteen, I moved to the city with my family, leaving my silent hills behind. Here in the city, however, I found a new quiet. I found it in a little churchyard about six blocks from our apartment. It seemed that here were shut out the disturbing noises of the city. Here were offered the peace and quiet so restful in time of stress. I remember evenings after I had finished my paper route how I used to stop in the little churchyard for a few moments to remember past joys or to dream of the future. It was in this quiet that I sometimes prayed, sometimes meditated my adolescent doubts. The quiet of that little spot will always live in my memory.

And now today I've found still another quiet: the twilight quiet of my campus. Jordan Hall, the Chapel, the willow trees—all these form the silent background for my thoughts. After a long day of study, classes, and work how comforting it is to walk about these restful surroundings. I consider as an essential part of my college years these quiet walks through my campus.

Where I shall find my quiet in the future I do not know — perhaps on a battlefield or aboard a mighty destroyer. What I do know is that in my memory there shall always remain a spot for my farm hills, my city churchyard, and my college campus — the three most quiet things I've ever known.